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In 1991, managers at Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, a popular restaurant chain, circulated a memo calling for the termination of employees who did not display the “normal heterosexual values which have been the foundation of families in our society.” In response, an institutional shareholder submitted a proposal for inclusion on Cracker Barrel’s proxy statement. This proposal would expand Cracker Barrel’s anti-discrimination policy to include sexual orientation. Cracker Barrel’s management decided to omit this proposal from the proxy. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved management’s decision, arguing that the institutional investor was interfering with the hiring and firing of low-level employees – precisely the kind of “ordinary business decision” best left to the expertise of management. The institutional investor sued the SEC, embroiling the Commission in a prolonged legal dispute over the limits of corporate democracy in the United States.

At this dispute’s heart was the ability of shareholders to access the proxy statement, the main instrument of corporate democracy. Each year the statement is mailed to shareholders, who cast votes for directors and policy proposals. Qualifying shareholders have the right to place proposals on the proxy statement. These proposals cannot target the “ordinary business decisions” of the corporation unless they also implicate “substantial policy issues.” In the Cracker Barrel case, the SEC wanted to make proxy access more restrictive by removing the “substantial policy issues” exception. In its place, the SEC proposed a bright-line rule that entirely sheltered employment policies from corporate democracy. Such a policy would empower management, but strip shareholders of the right to influence corporate practice in ways concordant with their values.

The Cracker Barrel incident is one episode in a long history of the SEC’s contentious oversight of corporate democracy. This contentiousness stems from an internal contradiction of
American corporate governance: the institutions that enable shareholders to undertake profit-oriented behavior in securities markets simultaneously allow shareholders to subvert profit-oriented behavior. That is, while capital markets cannot function without granting shareholders a strong set of enforceable rights over management, these same rights make it possible for policy-oriented shareholders to make non-pecuniary claims on the corporation. These rights provide legal “access points” to corporate outsiders, but their effects receive little attention even in accounts of corporate governance most attuned to the role of politics. Most corporate governance scholars simply assume the primacy of profit-orientation among shareholders, managers, and other market actors.

No market is ever truly insulated from social forces, however often markets are treated as such. The discipline of economics -- especially financial economics -- is a major vehicle for the “ideological embeddedness” (or disembeddedness) of markets. Prominent economists have made normative claims as to the desirability of autonomous capital markets or work from the assumption that this description is accurate. Sociologists working in the tradition of Polanyi differ. Polanyi argues that as liberal forces pushed the market toward autonomy, society moved to protect itself, because unrestrained markets would lead to the destruction of land, labor, and capital.

This paper inverts Polanyi’s dictum by asking how the market is protected from society. The market is “always embedded” in society. State and market are “co-constitutive,” separated not by a wall but by a selectively permeable membrane. “Existential” and material motives are inseparable, even in markets and corporations. Yet very often, market actors pursue profits with little reference to struggles in nearby social fields. One goal of this article is to establish that this limited, de facto autonomy of the market is due to the state’s insulation of
corporate democracy from claims orthogonal to the profit motive. The state therefore contributes to the tendency of modern economic activity to unfold in a way that resembles the theoretical constructs of neoclassical economics. In this article, I show that the state does so by enacting two roles. As “market promoter,” it establishes the shareholder rights that incentivize investors to enter capital markets. Because these very same rights make corporations vulnerable to claims by a variety of actors, the state as “market protector” administers these rights in such a way that profit-oriented investors are privileged over others. The twinned enactment of these roles is a necessary institutional support to the stability of a seemingly autonomous capital market.

However, the SEC’s enactment of these roles meets trouble when social unrest spills over from civil society and into the market. These spillovers belie the naturalness of an autonomous market. A second goal of this article is to use the ecology of capital markets to explain why the SEC usually excludes, but sometimes invites, policy-oriented investors into the corporate governance process. To do so, I draw on the traditions in political and economic sociology that stress the social aspects of property rights, the state’s role in reproducing capitalism, and the field-theoretic view of social conflict, states, and markets. These theoretical discussions prepare the ground for my case study of the development of federal securities law in the United States.

I use the concept of market protection to analyze the SEC’s management of the legal access points created by proxy and disclosure law. In so doing, I demonstrate the analytic utility of a novel concept to literatures on the state and capitalism that have often remained rather abstract. I argue that the SEC has historically favored profit-oriented claims on the corporation over those derived from other motives. To achieve this insulation of the market, the SEC uses diverse legal strategies. Initially, the SEC erected an inviolable wall by declaring certain investor behaviors as illegitimate because their motives were not sufficiently “economic.” The social and
economic upheavals of the 1970s led the SEC to alter its approach to market protection, replacing the wall between market and society with a closely watched gate. Under the new regime, the SEC established discretionary rules for when policy-oriented shareholders would be granted access to corporate governance. Yet despite changes in SEC policy, the Commission’s disadvantaging of non-pecuniary claims has been remarkably consistent. Thus, in the twinned roles of market promoter and market protector, the SEC devotes substantial resources to defining a market/society boundary and managing the extent of communication between the two. An understanding of these roles demonstrates that seemingly autonomous capital markets require continuous state intervention in the affairs of corporations.

**Theoretical Perspectives on State and Market**

*Economic Perspectives on Securities Law*

An influential series of papers by economists La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (LLSV) argue that the state promotes the development of stock markets by creating shareholder rights that address the principal-agent problem. LLSV and others\(^{20}\) see specialized securities laws as necessary to protect minority shareholders from expropriation by management and controlling owners. These economists stand in contrast to those who argue that the self-interest of financial actors, coupled with the enforcement of private contracts, are sufficient preconditions for a healthy stock market.\(^{21}\)

The LLSV model rests on the assumption that investors use shareholder rights to pursue their economic self-interest: investors purchase corporate stock because they wish to own a share
of the corporation’s residual income. Accordingly, they purchase stock whenever they believe that the expected value of that revenue stream is greater than or equal to the price of that stock. However, the value of corporate revenue streams is subject to much uncertainty, which has the effect of depressing the price of stock. Can shareholders place proposals for profitable policies on the proxy statement? How accurate are corporate accounting records? If corporate insiders defraud shareholders, can shareholders be compensated for their losses? To the extent that the state provides legal solutions to these problems – through proxy law, disclosure law, and liability rules respectively – investors will be more willing to purchase corporate equity.

This model leads LLSV to predict a positive relationship between shareholder rights and the development of a nation’s stock market. If shareholder rights incentivize small investors to enter the stock market, then stronger rights mean that a greater percentage of national wealth should be held in corporate equities. Shareholder rights should also be associated with more diffuse patterns of ownership, because protection from controlling shareholders allows minority shareholders to diversify their investments. In a series of papers, LLSV confirm that shareholder rights are associated with a nation’s financial development and dispersion of ownership.22

A Social Conception of Shareholder Rights

The LLSV model shows that states may promote capital markets through legal institutions, but it misses tensions inherent in corporate governance because its treatment of shareholder rights stops at profit-oriented self-interest. Carruthers and Ariovich urge theorists to adopt a social conception of property rights, stating that “the right to control, govern, and exploit things entails the power to influence, govern, and exploit people.”23 Similarly, I do not consider
the market in corporate securities solely as a market in tradable claims on revenue streams. Rather, revenue claims are but one aspect of the contested bundle of rights and duties adhering to ownership of corporate stock. Some investors purchase corporate stock with the intent to use shareholder rights to do more than enhance the monetary valuation of their investment. These investors see the “power to influence, govern, and exploit” that adheres to property rights as a viable means to pursue ends of any kind. Power over management, no matter how slight, offers activists the ability to exert influence over the giant corporations that pattern multiple aspects of modern life.

The tendency of shareholders to exercise the social aspects of their rights depends on whether the political opportunity structure inclines activists toward lobbying the state or the corporation. While the following history may make activists’ dogged efforts to effect change through securities law seem futile, there is substantial evidence that these strategies can affect corporate behavior. Corporations have few routinized practices to respond to challenger groups, and so are vulnerable to disruption by delegitimization. Legitimacy concerns are salient enough to management that shareholder activists can “coerce” corporations to adopt new forms of organizational structure. Studies point to the ability of activists to pressure corporations and achieve limited social ends. Policy-oriented shareholder actions can also affect the valuation of corporate property. Social movements, then, can use shareholder rights to disrupt the autonomy of capital markets and precipitate social change. Accordingly, traditional accounts of the corporation from the perspective of management-owner struggles over residual income are incomplete without reference to the civil fields in which markets are embedded.

The state’s disposition toward shareholder activism also contributes to activists’ understanding of the opportunity structure. There are brief periods when the state becomes
receptive to stakeholders’ non-pecuniary claims. The case study below demonstrates that these periods are best explained by the ecology of capital markets.

*The State’s Support for Stability through Mediated Change*

Theorists of the capitalist state argue that state managers act in ways that tend to reproduce capitalism. To do so, the state often enacts polices that buttress markets in the long run, but which business interests oppose nonetheless. State managers can only enact these policies if they retain considerable autonomy from business. Yet state managers cannot seek complete autonomy from business interests, or else they isolate themselves from informational channels that aid economic policymaking.

How do state managers maintain autonomy from business interests, and yet retain the closeness and power to (when needed) intervene effectively in corporate affairs? One answer comes from the state’s ability to influence the ecology of capital markets: state managers can set themselves up as intermediaries between corporate fields and social movements by creating legal boundaries around markets and civil society – a definitional act that neatly places the state outside of both as well. The state has the incentive to insulate markets from other fields, because, as Fligstein and McAdam argue, social change comes in cascades, rolling from one field to the next. Stability-seeking incumbents in states and markets therefore value stability not just in their own field, but also in fields proximate to their own. However, unless these actors have actual power over nearby fields, they cannot directly promote stability in them. In such a case, stability-seeking actors will instead prioritize the separation of key fields from potentially destabilizing fields, such as those that contain contentious social movements. Hence, state agencies will enact
the role of market protector by trying to separate markets from social movements whenever possible.

Conversely, social movements will attempt to manipulate field ecology to precipitate change. They use legal access points to institutionalize themselves as challengers in markets, the state, or other fields that might set off a cascade of rolling, field-to-field change. The goal of these social movements is not to win any particular shareholder challenge, but to routinize the representation of their movements’ views within the corporate governance process in the long run.\(^3\)\(^5\) Social movements should be most likely to target corporations where neoliberal economic policy has led to weaker states -- or at least, to states that are less likely to intervene \textit{visibly} in the economy.\(^3\)\(^6\) Social movements’ use of shareholder rights in particular should have become more common as the economy became increasingly “formatted” by capital markets during the late 20\(^{th}\) century.\(^3\)\(^7\) Under such a political and economic regime, those desiring social change may anticipate larger returns from targeting corporations than states.\(^3\)\(^8\)

Wariness of \textit{systemic} instability leads the state to temper its market protection by making concessions to social movements during periods when anti-corporate sentiment is high.\(^3\)\(^9\) When a social movement has attained a certain amount of power or legitimacy, state-enforced restriction of its access to markets may simply destabilize the situation further by encouraging non-routinized forms of political contention.\(^4\)\(^0\) The refusal to acknowledge claims coming from social movements may lead to a spiral of increased participation and sympathy for the social movement.\(^4\)\(^1\) The state may see the channeling of social discontent into corporate democracy as a “safety-valve institution”\(^4\)\(^2\) preferable to risking conflict expansion in the prolonged struggle to suppress political contention.\(^4\)\(^3\) Thus the state’s “stabilizing hand”\(^4\)\(^4\) should not be confused as a preference for stasis, but rather for mediated change.
In this case study, the “stabilizing hand” of the SEC is most visible following the Watergate scandal. During this period, the SEC embraced a more robust version of corporate democracy that acknowledged both profit-oriented and values-oriented investors. The SEC’s actions channeled public anger into routinized corporate process, and helped to re-legitimate both state and market. In 1976, the SEC accommodated the growing power of social movements, institutional investors, and shareholders’ rights activists by routinizing – but still limiting -- their access to markets. The SEC’s actions post-Watergate show that the primary goal of its staff and Commissioners is the preservation of a liberal market society. When this goal is not threatened, the SEC then pursues its secondary goal of protecting the market from disruptive challengers so that corporations may operate as if markets were autonomous.

Data and Methods

This article draws on both primary and secondary source materials, including articles in law journals that were written by participants in these legal struggles. I used the Lexis-Nexis legal database to obtain judicial opinions cited in secondary materials or as precedent in other judicial opinions. I obtained federal statutes or instances of federal rulemaking (as would appear in the Federal Register) referenced by opinions or secondary sources. Additional searches were made for judicial and administrative decisions that were not cited by future decisions. However, the secondary literature seems reasonably comprehensive in its documentation of administrative and judicial precedent.

For the crucial decade of the 1970s, I have gathered additional archival materials. Foremost among these are records of communication between the SEC and professional
audiences. These letters, memoranda, and addresses have been curated and made available by the SEC Historical Society. Far from “cheap talk,” the public addresses analyzed below were understood by their speakers and audiences as instances of informal rule making. These speeches were disseminated in print to the wider community of securities professionals, either through publication in journals such as Business Lawyer or by the SEC itself. Finally, I used Lexis-Nexis to obtain transcripts of Congressional hearings (and their associated committee reports) concerning SEC activities or where SEC commissioners testified. These sources provide a valuable outsider perspective on the policies discussed elsewhere by securities professionals.

Methodologically, this article has two goals. First, I use an intensive case study to facilitate theory building around the state and markets. Market protection is presented as a sustained political process, with the location of the market/society border an object of continual contestation.

Secondly, this article provides an explanatory framework for the degree of state participation in market protection. A within-case comparative logic allows for an assessment of the role of political and economic factors as explanatory variables beyond a correlational approach. For example, significant leeway was granted to values-oriented shareholders by the Republican-dominated Commissions appointed by Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Bush Sr. A simple correlational approach might suggest that Republican commissioners are less concerned with market protection than Democrats. However, closer analysis shows that Republican-appointed commissioners never weakened market protection without external pressures. Instead, I argue that continuity of state purpose underlies the occasional lurches in SEC policy. No matter which party controls appointments, the SEC has demonstrated a constant preference for market protection. This argument provides a parsimonious explanation for why the diverse set of legal
devices and interpretations issued by the SEC since 1934 tend to have a similar effect, namely the insulation of securities markets from non-pecuniary claims. As I demonstrate with my analysis of the post-Watergate era, lapses in market protection occur only during times of mobilized opposition, when expanded corporate democracy helps reestablish the legitimacy of markets.

The first part of this case study follows the building up of an administrative common law around the “proper subjects” of corporate democracy. During this period, the SEC established rights of shareholders over management, but also erected a wall between market and society. The second section concerns the SEC’s sudden (but temporary) abandonment of market autonomy in the face of the destabilizing shock caused by Watergate. The third section follows the SEC as it routinizes policy-oriented activists’ participation in corporate democracy and administers a less strict, “gatekeeping” realization of market protection. The final section shows the SEC attempting to return to the complete market/society separation of the pre-Watergate era. However, the Commission eventually realizes that bright-line rules are untenable due to the embeddedness of markets.

American Securities Law and the Separation of Market and Society

The SEC as Champion of Shareholder Rights, 1934-1953

The SEC is an independent regulatory agency created in 1934 to administer the newly-passed federal securities laws. The president, with the advice and consent of the Senate, selects nominees for five-year terms on the Commission. Although commissioners operate with
considerable independence from the executive branch after their appointment, the failure of most commissioners to complete a full five-year term gives presidents significant control over the Commission’s ideological composition. Congress exerts influence indirectly via hearings or directly through the budget and legislation altering the SEC’s mandate. Meanwhile, courts may overturn the Commission’s decisions, rulemaking, and interpretations of state and federal securities law. Until recently, however, Congress and the courts have exhibited substantial deference to the SEC. This deference has been fairly consistent, even though it is typical for staff and commissioners (who are generally attorneys with backgrounds in securities law) to join the private sector upon leaving the SEC. Despite its close relationship with the private sector, the SEC nonetheless maintained a reputation for effective enforcement through the 20th century.

The SEC was a champion of shareholder rights for its first two decades of existence. Commissioners in these early years promoted capital markets through the establishment of the shareholder rights measured by the LLSV index. Of these rights, I have chosen to follow the development of the proxy rules, as they “reflect the most extensive intrusion [of federal securities] law into the internal affairs of the corporation.” Shareholders have the right to elect the board of directors and vote on issues of corporate policy. Most shareholders who participate in corporate democracy do so through the proxy statement, which is sent out to shareholders. The content of the proxy statement is generally determined by corporate insiders like management and the board of directors. However, even minority shareholders have the right to place proposals on the proxy statement.

The SEC first defended shareholders’ right to proxy access when it aided the Gilbert brothers in their 1939 struggle to place a proposal on Bethlehem Steel’s proxy statement. To do
so, the Commission amended the proxy rules in a manner favorable to shareholders. In 1942, the SEC further decided that if a qualified security holder “intends to present for action at a [shareholders’ meeting] a proposal which is a proper subject for action by the security holders, the management shall set forth the proposal [on the proxy statement].” However, no elaboration was given of what a “proper subject” for action might be.

This ambiguity spooked some observers, as demonstrated in a Congressional hearing concerning the 1942 amendments:

**Rep. Boren (D-OK):** So one man, if he owned one share in A.T.&T. and another share in R.C.A. . . . he could have a hundred-word propaganda statement prepared and he could put it in every one of these proxy statements . . . Suppose a man were a Communist and he wanted to send to all of the stockholders of all of these firms, a philosophic statement of 100 words in length, or a propaganda statement. He could by the mere device of buying one share of stock have available to him the mailing list of all the stockholders in the Radio Corporation of America.

In response, SEC Commissioner Purcell promised that the SEC would protect corporations from such issues as they occurred. This exchange makes clear that despite the Commission’s earlier pretensions that proxy statements could “approximate the conditions of the old-fashioned meeting,” corporate democracy by proxy would require significant restrictions in the freedom of shareholder’s speech. Otherwise, a schematic reading of these rights would lead to an inundation of the proxy statement by issues unrelated to the profitability of the firm.
The SEC first shielded management from policy-oriented shareholders in 1945. An industrial corporation asked the SEC to approve the exclusion of a shareholder resolution that proposed a vote on the desirability of several investor-friendly federal policies. The SEC supported the proposal’s exclusion and issued an interpretive release:

Speaking generally, it is the purpose of Rule X-14A-7 to place stockholders in a position to bring before their fellow stockholders matters of concern to them as stockholders in such corporation . . . It was not the intent of Rule X-14A-7 to permit stockholders to obtain the consensus of other stockholders with respect to matters which are of a general political, social or economic nature. Other forums exist for the presentation of such views.63

While feeling out the mood of the room on economic reforms might have been possible in an “old-fashioned meeting,” the SEC makes it clear that the proxy statement was not to be used for such general purposes. Rather, shareholder proposals could only target issues relating directly to the corporation. The release’s reference to “other forums” and the creation in 1948 of a list of “enumerated exceptions” to proxy access hint at a “logic of appropriateness” argument that stock markets and social change are poor fits.64

The 1945 decision involved one of the earliest instances of the “proper subject test.” This test is initiated when management writes to the SEC asking for permission to omit a shareholder’s proposal from the proxy statement on the grounds that the proposal is not a “proper subject” for corporate democracy. If the SEC agrees, it issues a “no-action letter” in support of the omission. When applying this test, the SEC is supposed to defer to the laws of the state of
incorporation. However, influential securities law scholar Louis Loss notes, “Inevitably the Commission, while purporting to find and apply a generally nonexistent state law, has been building up a ‘common law’ of its own as to what constitutes a ‘proper subject’ for shareholder action.”

The SEC revisited “proper subjects” in 1951 after a civil rights activist submitted to the Greyhound Corporation a proposal recommending that “management consider the advisability of abolishing the segregated seating system in the South.” This resolution did concern policy directly relevant to Greyhound’s main business; nonetheless the SEC allowed Greyhound to exclude the proposal. To support this decision, the SEC amended the proxy rules by stating that a corporation did not have to include a proposal “submitted by the security holder primarily for the purpose of promoting general economic, political, racial, religious, social or similar causes.” Thus the scope of shareholder rights was narrowed further: the SEC insulated management from proposals motivated by a concern for a “general” cause, even if the proposal concerned the corporation directly. By similar reasoning, the SEC also approved the exclusion of shareholder proposals that an investment firm divest from liquor stocks, and that another company extend to women the same pension benefits as it offered to men.

However, the 1945, 1948, and 1951 rulings should not be interpreted as a general weakening of SEC support for shareholder rights. In fact, this period saw the SEC’s most lasting achievement in market promotion. When the management of Transamerica Corporation refused to place the Gilbert brothers’ shareholder rights proposals on Transamerica’s proxy statement, the SEC brought suit. In 1947, the 3rd Circuit Court ruled in favor of the SEC, citing the intent of the New Deal congress to establish shareholder rights as a counterweight to the power of management. The SEC was therefore instrumental in establishing the right of
shareholders to access the corporate proxy statement. This right is one of the pillars of corporate democracy, the most significant federal intrusion into corporate governance, and is instrumental in promoting mature financial markets.

The SEC as Qualified Champion of Shareholder Rights, 1953-1972

The business community saw the Eisenhower administration as an opportunity to reassert the supremacy of management in corporate affairs. The new SEC chairman was dismissive of the value of shareholder proposals. At a public hearing, a business representative estimated that the cost of shareholder proxy access was around $60,000. The SEC chairman replied: “I suppose that $60,000 to the American Telephone Company isn't much but if it isn't accomplishing anything then it does not serve any useful purpose.”

While Eisenhower’s SEC did not abandon shareholders’ right to proxy access, it did severely restrict it by establishing what was called the “ordinary business rule.” The chairman likened this rule to using “a screen with a somewhat closer mesh.” This rule attempted to draw a distinction between “ordinary,” day-to-day operations and long-term corporate policy. The latter was the domain of shareholders, while the former was reserved solely to managerial discretion. A judge later attributed the ordinary business rule to the SEC’s realization that “management cannot exercise its specialized talents effectively if corporate investors assert the power to dictate the minutiae of daily business decisions.” Thus, the SEC placed the vast majority of business activity outside the jurisdiction of shareholders.

The “ordinary business rule” rule does not inherently define market/society boundaries, as did the three previous rulings on the impermissibility of general social concerns as investor
motives. Nonetheless, the flexibility of the ordinary business rule turned it into the linchpin of many such market-protection efforts because it provided a plausible rule by which to shield the majority of corporate decisions from shareholders’ influence.\textsuperscript{75} The justification for the rule is that profit-oriented shareholders are best served by restraints on shareholder power. However, this reasoning disregards the myriad non-pecuniary motives shareholders might have for proposing a change in a corporation’s day-to-day activities. After all, there is no reason to assume that a corporation’s ordinary decisions have less profound of an impact on social outcomes than do their “extraordinary” business decisions. Furthermore, there is no reason to assume that the “specialized talents” of management in efficient operations extend to moral reasoning.

The SEC’s use of the ordinary business rule to protect markets from policy-oriented claims is clearest in two no-actions letters issued in 1969. These were elicited by the Medical Committee on Human Rights’ (MCHR) attempts to discourage the use of napalm in the Vietnam War. Recognizing that the Greyhound no-action letter required shareholders to frame proposals in the language of profit motives, the MCHR first proposed that Dow cease selling napalm to buyers (i.e. the U.S. Army) intending to use it on human beings, because failure to do so would have an adverse economic impact on the corporation. The SEC issued a no-action letter, reasoning that shareholders have no power over to whom and under what conditions a corporation sells products. This was an “ordinary business decision” that should be treated as legally separate from the kinds of economic strategies that shareholders could vote on. Accordingly, MCHR reframed its petition in terms of a broader economic strategy, proposing that Dow cease napalm production altogether. The SEC issued another no-action letter, again
using the ordinary-business language to assert that management has sole discretion over the
decision to enter or exit product lines.\textsuperscript{76}

\textit{A Wall Between Market and Society: 1934-1972}

The pattern of SEC rulings up to this point in 1972 is straightforward. The SEC stopped
expanding shareholder proxy rights once it had established those in \textit{Transamerica}. In fact,\textit{Transamerica} was the only proxy access-related enforcement action the SEC brought against a
corporation, while it blocked at least 1,000 proposals.\textsuperscript{77} After \textit{Transamerica}, each time a
shareholder attempted to use proxy laws for a purpose other than profit, the SEC would issue a
no-action letter that narrowed the scope of corporate democracy further. Federal law thus
restricted corporate owners in terms of the target, motives, and level of their proposals. These
three constraints on shareholder activity allowed the SEC to insulate management by creating
boundaries around the market. By policing this boundary, the SEC granted management and
investors the autonomy to pursue profit-oriented behavior without having to acknowledge
policy-oriented challengers. The SEC had overseen the transformation of corporate democracy
from the formal equivalent of open-ended face-to-face meetings to the right to propose profit-
oriented general strategies.

The SEC’s uncompromising market protection was unlikely to survive the 1970s for
several reasons. First, the members of the “social movement generation”\textsuperscript{78} were attaining the
resources and skills to mount legal challenges to contest no-action letters. Significantly, MCHR’s
legal victory over the SEC in the U.S. Court of Appeals established a legal precedent for policy-
oriented proxy access. Secondly, the frequency of these challenges increased as this innovative
protest strategy diffused, due to the founding of the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility in 1971 and the highly publicized actions of activists like Saul Alinsky in Rochester, NY and Ralph Nader in Campaign GM. The SEC supported exclusion of Campaign GM shareholder proposals dealing with air pollution, mass transit, minority opportunity, product safety, and employee safety. Nonetheless, organizers considered Campaign GM a success because of its high visibility. Public pension would become particularly effective practitioners of this form of activism, due to their size and ability to maintain a constant presence in the legal system and engage in a long-term struggle for favorable precedents. Furthermore, the coming-of-age of “agency theory” in the 1970s lent an intellectual legitimacy to institutional investors’ exercise of authority over management that was unavailable to the religious groups who pioneered shareholder social activism.

Most fundamentally, the SEC’s rigid market protection faltered because of its untenable insistence on the separateness of market and society. This failure to grasp the inherent embeddedness of markets is apparent in Supreme Court correspondence concerning the MCHR v. SEC case. Justice Blackmun wrote that the case seemed fairly straightforward to him: Dow’s production of napalm is clearly the kind of ordinary decision that the SEC intended to shield from shareholder influence. However, he regrets that the case was “tainted” by Vietnam “overtones.” Blackmun speculates that if MCHR had pressured Dow management over a product not tainted by the war -- for example, traveling bags -- then the case would never have reached the Supreme Court.

Justice Douglas, offering the lone dissent on the decision to render MCHR v. SEC moot, quotes Galbraith’s New Industrial State to present a contending view:
The modern super-corporations, of which Dow is one, wield immense, virtually unchecked, power. Some say that they are ‘private governments,’ whose decisions affect the lives of us all. The philosophy of our times, I think, requires that such enterprises be held to a higher standard than that of the ‘morals of the marketplace’ which exalts a single-minded, myopic determination to maximize profits as the traditional be-all and end-all of corporate concern.86

Justice Blackmun’s imaginary abstracts away social entanglements in order to better get at the technocratic intentions of SEC rulemaking. Meanwhile, Justice Douglas calls for abandoning state support of market autonomy. Douglas realizes that no product line is ever fully disentangled from social concern, nor is the degree of entanglement a fixed quantity. “The philosophy of our times” would wear down the legitimacy of markets protected from social movements by bright line rules, and Douglas would prove to be the more prophetic justice as once innocuous products and practices became contentious.

Watergate and the Activist SEC, 1972-1976

The SEC unexpectedly abandoned the principle of market/society separation during the second Nixon administration. The Watergate scandal – which led to the revelation of corporate violations of SEC accounting standards -- caused public disillusionment with government and business. Given the public’s mood, the SEC saw recognizing claims regarding the “integrity of management” as the surest path back to market stability. The Commissioners hoped that encouraging such moralized claims would help to re-legitimate business --- and the SEC, as well.
This episode shows that the SEC’s preference for system stability overrides its preference for an autonomous market.

Disclosure law is the other leg (along with proxy law) on which corporate democracy stands. Disclosure law covers management’s obligation to make public all “material” information that might influence stock prices or influence a corporate election. Material information usually refers to basic financial information, but it may also indicate any fact “that a reasonable stockholder would want to know.”87 For example, information on the “integrity of management” may sometimes be considered material.88

Disclosure law played an often forgotten role in the Watergate investigation. The director of the SEC’s Enforcement Division was worried about the illegal contributions certain corporations had made to the Committee to Re-elect the President. The invisibility of these large expenditures on official accounting records implied that something was broken with the SEC’s oversight of corporate disclosure. The Enforcement Division soon discovered that corporations had used off-the-books “slush funds” to make even more “questionable payments” than had been detected by the Watergate Special Prosecutor.89 Many bribes had gone to foreign officials, and so did not violate existing anti-bribery statutes. Furthermore, many bribes were small enough that they did not represent an economically material expenditure. With Watergate in the background, however, the SEC decided that even small, legal bribes were material because an investor might consider them when making inferences as to the moral integrity of management. This legal theory came to be called “qualitative materiality.”90

Director Sporkin convinced the SEC’s five-member Commission to bring enforcement cases against those corporations that had failed to inform investors of their involvement with acts of questionable morality. This was surprising, given the SEC’s history of insulating markets
from moral concerns. To explain this unusual episode, I focus on the two commissioners who eventually opposed using securities law for explicitly moral purposes. This period generated an unusually explicit discourse on morality in markets, allowing me to present the “least-likely” commissioners’ understanding of the SEC’s role in the market in their own words. I provide passages from the commissioners’ addresses to securities professionals, followed by multiple citations to establish the representativeness of this rhetoric.

The commissioners’ response to Watergate was to reconceptualize their role in maintaining the stability and legitimacy of state and market. In particular, the commissioners feared that the bribery scandals had destroyed the reputation of the business community. The Commission now felt that stability was best achieved by inviting ethical claims into the market with the hope that these claims might imbue the market with moral legitimacy. This motive is apparent in their speeches, where Chairman Garrett and Commissioner Sommer present themselves as protectors of American capitalism itself. They no longer ask the technocratic question: has the SEC established an autonomous market wherein profit-oriented behavior predominates? Instead they focus on whether the SEC’s actions will re-legitimize American business.

These commissioners believed that inaction might lead to unwelcome upheaval in the American economic governance. In a 1974 address, Chairman Garrett tells securities professionals that the American system of securities regulation is “passing through a dangerous period.” Garrett stresses that the alternative to New Deal securities regulation is not the light hand of the Lochner Era, but something even more statist: “[I do] not want to see the overthrow of our continued reliance on the small governmental police force and big voluntary compliance from the private side.” Garrett invokes the threat of a populace disenchanted with capitalism:
It is no secret, however, that there are others who are not so wedded to this method of organization, and corporate directors should be conscious of the fact that their total activity . . . is under scrutiny today by many persons, including those who appear eager to find excuses for claiming that the system does not work.\textsuperscript{93}

To ward off any such upheaval, the SEC addressed what the public saw as moral, not technical, failures of the American system. Garrett wanted to stabilize the market through the restoration of the \textit{moral} legitimacy of business and government: “We must restore confidence, not just in the technical competence but in the moral adequacy of our leadership, economic as well as political.”\textsuperscript{94} Commissioner Sommer also began to see the SEC as a guardian of the market’s reputation, citing the “flexible ability [of securities law] to respond to the ethical conceptions which the public demanded be translated into legal mandates . . . [without which] I think we would have had an even greater erosion of confidence in corporate responsibility and corporate decency than we have had.”\textsuperscript{95} This quote is an especially direct explanation of the SEC’s decision to begin welcoming moral claims into the marketplace.

The Commissioners did not want to overthrow the system, but wanted to achieve stability through mediated change. Although Garrett was championing innovation in securities regulation, he saw the thrust of his policy as profoundly conservative and American:

The principles of the federal securities laws are central to the maintenance of our free enterprise system . . . This is a profoundly conservative policy, fully
consistent with the principles announced in the Declaration of Independence, but the price of preserving it, like liberty itself, is eternal vigilance.\textsuperscript{96}

However far Garrett and Sommer went in championing enforcement cases based on “qualitative materiality,” the other commissioners went further by arguing that materiality should be expanded beyond the bribery and corruption issues raised by Watergate. For example, one commissioner argued that materiality standards required disclosure of corporate participation in the Arab boycott of Israel.\textsuperscript{97} Although the SEC had started its investigation of questionable payments without Congressional prompting, representatives made aware of the issue urged the Commission to do more than it had.\textsuperscript{98}

By late 1975, these expansive interpretations of materiality spooked Garrett and Sommer. They knew that qualitative materiality bespoke the lack of a firm and fixed line between market and society. The two commissioners then attempted to reestablish that boundary by denying anew the legitimacy of non-pecuniary claims in corporate governance. Garrett thus asserts that he only objects to corporate immorality that “might be expensive to the investors”\textsuperscript{99} and that the SEC is indifferent to how “the corporation treats the rest of the world.”\textsuperscript{100} The SEC does not have a “mandate to enforce, even indirectly, through compulsory disclosure, all of the world’s laws and all of its perceptions of morality and right conduct.”\textsuperscript{101} Garrett cannot satisfy ethical investors without “opening the door to further intrusions . . . [that] disclosure procedures and requirements be used to help enforce policies increasingly remote from investor protection in the classical, or financial and economic sense.”\textsuperscript{102} By welcoming moral claims into the market, the SEC had “punched a tar baby.”\textsuperscript{103} Unless the SEC began to disallow moral claims now,
materiality would expand indefinitely through the righteous demands of the “purity potlatch.”

Meanwhile, Sommer wonders:

Must we compel the disclosure of the fact that the chief executive officer occasionally shows up drunk at the office, or that the treasurer is under investigation by the IRS, or that the executive vice president is having an affair with his secretary, or that the executives use the company’s jet for personal purposes on occasions? The implications of these concepts are limitless – and troubling.

Though the staff and several commissioners continued to support qualitative materiality into the 1980s, the federal judiciary effectively ended the SEC’s activist phase in the late 1970s. However, the flexibility of the SEC during this period helped to reestablish the damaged moral legitimacy of transnational corporations, thereby staving off more direct challenges to the autonomy of markets.

*The SEC as Gatekeeper, 1976 - 1991*

During the height of SEC activism, the Commission created the “two-pronged test,” which had a more lasting effect on corporate governance than qualitative materiality. This test was perhaps an effort to preempt more drastic action from Democrats in Congress, who wanted to establish through legislation the right of shareholders to pursue political and ethical goals. The two-pronged test replaced the bright-line separation of market and society with ad hoc decisions about the excludability of shareholder proposals. Proposals were excludable if they
concerned ordinary business decisions (prong one), but not if they also had “substantial policy implications” (prong two). The reference case for the two-pronged test was a decision that a “proposal requesting company not to construct nuclear power plant may not be excluded even though the proposal also relates to the mundane matters of the fuel mix and types of electrical generating methods.”¹⁰⁹ The SEC decided that shareholder concern over the danger to their community presented by radiation and nuclear meltdown rendered “the mundane matters of fuel mix” proper subjects for corporate democracy, thereby allowing policy-oriented investors limited access to the corporation.

Screening for the Profit-Oriented Investor, 1983-1988

The election of Ronald Reagan ushered in an SEC regarded as significantly more business-friendly than that of the Ford and Carter administrations.¹¹⁰ Nonetheless, instead of discarding the two-pronged test, Reagan’s SEC amended the proxy rules in a way explicitly intended to discourage “abuse” of the proxy statement by those who did not have an “investment interest” in the corporation.¹¹¹ These amendments were legal innovations in the SEC’s continuing efforts to disadvantage non-pecuniary claims on the corporation.

The first new rule allowed management to exclude shareholder proposals that concerned "operations which account for less than five percent of the issuer's gross assets."¹¹² This rule bluntly equated the insignificance of a business practice on a balance sheet with the social insignificance of that practice. This rule was used by the management of Iroquois Brands to omit a shareholder proposal to:
... study the methods by which its French supplier produces paté de foie gras, and report to the shareholders its findings... on whether this production method causes undue distress, pain or suffering to the animals involved and, if so, whether further distribution of this product should be discontinued until a more humane production method is developed.\textsuperscript{113}

Management argued that sales of foie gras made up a very small percentage of Iroquois’ revenue, and so shareholders could not legally target foie gras with proposals. While a federal court supported the shareholder in this case, the SEC’s rule stood.

The second rule attempted to sort between investors who had demonstrable “investment interest in the corporation” from those who did not, by requiring those placing proposals on the proxy statement to own either $1,000 of shares or 1% of outstanding shares for at least a year. Both Reagan-era rules bear a functional resemblance to the 1951 Greyhound ruling, which allowed proxy access only to shareholders with “economic” motives. Altogether, Reagan’s SEC found ways to discourage the use of shareholder rights by ethical investors without discarding the two-pronged regime worked out in the previous decade.


The ad hoc system of the two-pronged regime operated quietly until the late 1980s, when the rate of policy-oriented shareholder proposals nearly doubled.\textsuperscript{114} As large public pension funds became more likely to sponsor these proposals, an increasingly large number achieved some level of success.\textsuperscript{115} Perhaps acknowledging a shift in power toward investors, the SEC
reversed a number of its own precedents on the excludability of shareholder proposals over a span of four years. In each case, the justification for the SEC’s reversal involved growing public discontent and increased interest from state and federal officials with corporate practices that had previously been deemed “ordinary” from a business standpoint, yet which were becoming “substantial” from a policy standpoint.116 These reversals allowed shareholders to submit proposals on formerly “ordinary” topics such as the location of corporate property (e.g. plant closings), which products firms will market (e.g. tobacco products), and the size and structure of executive compensation (e.g. golden parachutes conditional on the CEO’s completing a merger). A summary of key reversals is provided in the Appendix.

From one perspective, the two-pronged regime was successful. The SEC avoided damaging lawsuits, bad publicity, and conflicts with Congress because it retained flexibility in making ad hoc decisions on the excludability of proposals. Flexibility was necessary because the contours of public opinion on issues like tobacco change with time, and SEC policy had to change with public opinion in order to preserve the legitimacy of shareholder democracy. Activists’ knowledge of this flexibility explains somewhat the continued popularity of shareholder activism despite the many legal barriers placed in its way. From the activists’ perspective, these reversals implied that no-action letters were only a temporary hindrance to any given issue being included on proxy statements. After all, a long history of no-action letters on an issue demonstrated the existence of “widespread public debate” on that issue, which could then be treated as evidence under the two-pronged regime that the issue should be allowed on the proxy statement.

At the same time, the flexibility of the two-pronged regime was costly to the SEC in terms of staff resources,117 especially now that the rate of policy-oriented proposals had almost
doubled compared to a decade earlier. Flexibility also irked the SEC’s corporate constituency, which preferred the predictability of a bright-line rule to the vagaries of the two-pronged test. Many at the SEC agreed, and they saw the Cracker Barrel case, described in the introduction, as an opportunity to reassert the old “ordinary business rule,” which excluded even “substantial” policy issues from corporate democracy.

**Giving Up on a Bright-Line Rule, 1992-Present**

The Cracker Barrel case gave the SEC the opportunity to reassert market autonomy by ruling that the decision to hire and fire ordinary employees was too fundamental to corporate operations to allow interference by shareholders. This decision reversed precedent that equal employment-opportunity concerns were substantial policy issues that trumped the ordinary business rule. A legal victory by the SEC in the Cracker Barrel case would have opened up the possibility of ever more bright-line rules establishing the excludability of other substantial political issues.

In 1995 the 2nd Circuit Court upheld the SEC’s decision to cease administering the policy prong of the two-pronged test. However, political pressure to reverse its decision built on the SEC. The National Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996 may be the reason for the SEC’s reversal. This act directed the SEC to conduct a study on proxy access for social issues. In 1998, the SEC announced it would return to a case-by-case approach, acknowledging, “there is no bright-line test to determine when employment-related shareholder proposals raising social policy issues fall within the scope of the "ordinary business" exclusion.”
With that release, the SEC agreed to allow policy-oriented investors limited access to the corporation. The post-Cracker Barrel SEC has not reached a new equilibrium on proxy law. Despite some new guidance on the ordinary business rule, legal experts agree that the rules surrounding proxy access remain ambiguous. For example, in 2008 the SEC allowed corporations to omit proposals that sexual orientation and gender identity be included in non-discrimination policies, seemingly reversing the Cracker Barrel reversal. However, since the financial crisis and the Dodd-Frank Reform Act of 2010, debate over proxy access has largely shifted to shareholder influence on director elections. The striking down of an SEC rule concerning nomination of directors in the Business Roundtable decision has increased the uncertainty surrounding SEC rulemaking in general. In short, since Cracker Barrel the Commission has eschewed the creation of new bright-line rules for a case-by-case approach to proxy access. This suggests that the SEC has accepted the untenability of enforcing a rigid market/society boundary. This lack of a bright-line rule gives activists and corporations the incentive to contest what may seem like otherwise settled issues surrounding proxy access. The exact contours of the market/society boundary, then, remain an outcome of the interaction of the state, managers, investors, and social movements.

Conclusion

The SEC oversees capital markets by enacting two roles. First, it promotes markets by establishing shareholder rights that align the interests of management with those of shareholders. However, these rights create “access points” from the social fields in which markets are embedded. Because social forces inevitably spill over into market activity, the SEC protects
markets by administering shareholder rights so that the interests of shareholders (and by extension, management) are dominated by profit-oriented concerns. According to economic theory, the aggregate effect of shareholders pursuing their financial interests is an autonomous market that rationally allocates capital to its most efficient uses in the economy, thereby maximizing social welfare.\textsuperscript{126} Therefore to the extent that the capital market resembles the autonomous markets of economic theory, this is because the state successfully promotes investment in capital markets and protects these markets from non-pecuniary claims.

To appreciate the dependence of market autonomy on the state, consider two alternatives closer to libertarian and contractarian preferences: leaving the settlement of corporate governance disputes to the courts and leaving the settlement of disputes to processes internal to the corporation. Federal judges, as generalists, have demonstrated less concern with market-making projects than the specialists at the SEC. From the history above, it is clear that the judiciary has been more likely to balance “non-economic” perspectives in rulings on shareholder rights. The judiciary has significant leeway to do so, because judgments as to whether a business decision is “ordinary,” whether a policy interest is “substantial,” or whether a shareholder’s motive is “economic” all require significant interpretive work. Furthermore, the institutional structure of the judiciary makes it less predictable than the SEC. The SEC tends to follow a consistent logic for at least the length of a presidential administration. However, the judiciary is a patchwork of judges appointed by different presidents in different eras, in different regions with different interests. The ultimate arbitrariness of any delineation of the market/society boundary, when coupled with the heterogeneity of the judiciary, makes for a less stable and predictable market/society boundary than the one provided by the specialists at the SEC.
What if the state stayed out altogether and simply let corporations govern themselves? This would be the equivalent of turning over the corporation to corporate insiders, and would negate the market promoting effects of shareholder rights. Without shareholder oversight, firms would become less focused on profits and efficiency. This realization has led the SEC to long support proxy access when it allows shareholders to limit corporate donations to charities.\textsuperscript{127} Without the oversight of shareholders, management may pursue its own political agenda. For example, Dow Chemical management claimed that during the Vietnam War it sold napalm to the Army out of political and moral commitments, not for business reasons.\textsuperscript{128} Currently, managers may use corporate funds to pursue their policy goals through political spending, which is considered an ordinary business decision and so exempt from shareholder oversight.\textsuperscript{129} These contributions do not need to be disclosed to shareholders. Without shareholder oversight and public scrutiny, it seems unlikely that corporate insiders make political contributions solely in the interest of their companies’ profitability. These are reminders that the state’s market promotion role is also instrumental in the creation of autonomous markets, because managers are complex actors who are as likely to stray from strict profit-seeking as investors.

Legal definitions of fiduciary duty also serve to reinforce market/society boundaries by keeping many of the largest institutional investors from making non-pecuniary claims on the corporation.\textsuperscript{130} For example, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) defines the fiduciary duty of private pension fund managers – including managers of union pension funds -- so that fund managers must primarily focus on fund performance.\textsuperscript{131} Nonetheless, private institutional investors may engage in process-oriented shareholder activism aimed to establish the rights of shareholders as a class. These rights may then be used by public institutional investors such as NYCERS for values-oriented shareholder activism.
Given that the SEC has consistently disadvantaged non-pecuniary claims on the corporation, the fact that proxy rights continue to be used as a means to redress social grievances is an indicator that in our “asymmetric society,” citizens are not given enough opportunities to influence corporate or state behavior.132 Given the frequency with which shareholder activists achieve their policy goals regardless of whether they get their proposal onto a proxy statement,133 it is likely that proxy rights will retain a place in social movements’ toolkits. However, proxy law reform alone is unlikely to “democratize finance.”134 Rather, the legal system could promote corporate accountability by providing additional access points that are not premised on market autonomy, but which acknowledge that the market is embedded in multiple state and civil fields. Due to the extreme power inequalities in corporate suffrage, broader disclosure requirements would likely do more to democratize corporate governance than enhanced proxy access.135 Class action suits and tort law are also powerful means of increasing corporate responsiveness to stakeholders.136 Legal definitions of the fiduciary duties of corporate management strike directly at the role of corporations in society. New legal forms such as the “benefit corporation” provide the financial benefits of the corporate form while extending the fiduciary duty of management to include causes and stakeholders specified in the charter.137 The benefit corporation, then, is a legal form that fully embraces embeddedness.

Contrary to traditional bureaucratic forms of regulation, these laws attempt to establish corporate accountability through the representation of diverse interests within corporate decision-making. The state can promote corporate accountability by creating access points such as these that acknowledge market embeddedness. On the other hand, the state can promote market autonomy by policing these access points and protecting corporate management from non-pecuniary claims. However, the impossibility of a self-enforcing bright line rule separating
market from society means that neither of these options represents more or less state involvement in the economy: the state must be an active gatekeeper. As financial economists argue, robust stock markets are premised on the state’s establishment of a strong set of shareholder rights. As I have argued here, the extent to which these shareholder rights represent general, social rights or narrow, profit-oriented rights has largely been a function of political contestation over state policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transamerica Corp. (1989-1990)</td>
<td>No golden parachutes for executives (pay contingent upon a merger or acquisition).</td>
<td>Georgia-Pacific Corp. No-Action Letter (1988)</td>
<td>Golden parachutes are no different than other executive pay decisions, which are clearly OBDs.</td>
<td>“Golden parachute arrangements raise substantial policy issues due to anti-takeover, tax, and legal implications.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (1992) and many others</td>
<td>Executive pay to be capped at twenty-times the pay of the average employee.</td>
<td>SEC denial of Transamerica Corp. No-Action letter (1990)</td>
<td>Despite the decision on golden parachutes, executive pay remains OBDs.</td>
<td>“There is now widespread public debate concerning compensation policies and practices relation to senior executive[s] . . . and an increasing recognition that these matters raise significant policy issues.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OBD = “Ordinary business decision”
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